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Abstract—Two different lines of research are presented in
the study of an industrially relevant problem of impact con-
trol. One is focused on actual control of the process, while
the other is focused on the development of a general lan-
guage for modeling hybrid systems, of which the case study
is an appropriate example.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of hybrid systems studies the interaction be-
tween continuous and discrete behaviour. When discrete
software is combined with mechanical and electrical com-
ponents, or is interacting with, for example, chemical pro-
cesses, an embedded system arises in which the interaction
between the continuous behaviour of the components and
processes and the discrete behaviour of the software is im-
portant. Although there are good methods for analyzing
continuous behaviour (control science / system theory) as
well as for analyzing discrete behaviour (computer science
/ automata and process theory), the interaction between
those two fields is largely unexplored. There are only a
few models that can handle (some) interaction, and often
these models are still dominated by one of the two original
fields.

In practice, often the discrete part of a system is de-
scribed and analyzed using methods from computer sci-
ence, while the continuous part is handled by control sci-
ence. The design of the complete system is usually such
that interaction is suppressed to a minimum. Because of
this suppressed interaction, analysis is possible to some
extend, but it limits the design options. This is the main
reason for the development of a theory on hybrid systems
that allows for a less restricted analysis of interaction.

Two relatively simple case studies, a thermometer and

an impact control process have been selected as a source of
inspiration, that will help to bridge the gap between the two
disciplines as a combined design of a control system has
to be realized. Two different lines of research are currently
followed: a top-down approach in which the mathematical
modeling of hybrid systems is considered for which the
impact problem forms a clear test case for the efficiency
and elegance of the modeling language. Concepts like
safety, controllability, observability, bisimulation equiva-
lence, etc., which will be important for the extension of
the case study, can easily be defined in this new language.
The other approach follows a bottom-up way of thinking:
specific problems (e.g. observer design and stabilization)
have been considered for the case study at hand and ex-
tended to a broader scope.

These two lines of research are intended to converge to a
point where the results of the one approach can be applied
to the language developed in the other. The impact prob-
lem will form a nice carrier problem that requires a con-
trol system design in which safety checking, verification
and scheduling (typical for the computer science domain)
and continuous controller design (requiring computer en-
gineering tools related to stabilization, tracking, etc.) have
to be combined.

In the following sections, we present our view on math-
ematical modeling, the industrial example of the impact
process and the research work motivated by it.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING

In this section we explain our view on the concept of
mathematical modeling in general and in particular our
view on how to combine mathematical models. An in-
formal explanation is given of what a mathematical model
consists of, and why.

A mathematical formalism provides us with a structure
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Fig. 1. Mathematical Modeling

in which we can describe systems, and in which we can
analyse them. Mathematical modeling often makes use of
two of such formalisms called syntax and semantics (see
figure 1).

The semantical formalism (in short: semantics) is in-
tended to support the modeling of a system on a low level
of abstraction. The semantical description of a system
makes use of a relatively simple mathematical structure.
Motion, on a semantical level, would for example be mod-
eled using functions of time to space. A computer program
would be modeled using a transition system. The semanti-
cal formalism contributes to the analysis of systems by the
intuitive definitions it provides of the theoretical notions
we want to analyse. Because of its simplicity in mathemat-
ical structure, the semantical formalism allows us to give
an intuitive and formally precise definition of properties
like equivalence, stability, absence of deadlock, controlla-
bility, and observability.

The syntactical formalism (in short: syntax) is intended
to facilitate a less cumbersome description of a system. In
contrast to the mathematically simple description method
that the semantical formalism provides, syntactical de-
scription is focused on the ease of notation. Writing down
the complex ways in which planets move using functions
of time is much harder than describing them using, for
example, differential equations. The high-level Pascal or
C++ code of a computer program, is far more easy to
write down than a transition system with the same func-
tionality. Actually, semantical descriptions often are infi-
nite and, therefore, impossible to write down. Syntax pro-
vides a finite way of handling these semantically infinite
objects. This suggests that the syntactical and semantical
formalism are coupled, which indeed they are. A differ-
ential equation has solutions in terms of functions of time.
A piece of C++ code, although not formally, represents a
transition system.

The contribution of syntax to the analysis of systems is

through axioms and theorems that we refer to in the fig-
ure as calculation rules. Because syntax and semantics are
coupled, the notions that are defined in the semantics, have
a meaning in the syntax. The calculation rules on the syn-
tax, should reflect these notions. Axioms (for example)
usually represent notions of equivalence on the semantics,
while theorems about the stability of systems should cor-
respond to the definition of stability in semantical terms.
For the analysis of systems it is important that the cou-
pling between syntax and semantics is formal, this is one
of the reasons why C++ programs are almost impossible
to analyse completely. This is also the reason why a lot
of investigation is put in the development of a formal se-
mantics for the � language [16], [2], [15] (a programming
language developed at TU/e that can handle timing con-
straints, and is being extended towards the use of differen-
tial equations). Typical syntactical languages that were de-
veloped with the intention of analysis from the beginning,
are process algebras like ACP (Algebra of Communicating
Processes) [3], [6], � CRL (micro Common Representation
Language) [7], [8] and CCS (Calculus of Communicating
Systems) [12].

Hybrid Theory Syntax

Hybrid Theory
Semantics

Process Theory SyntaxSystem Theory Syntax

System Theory
Semantics

Process Theory
Semantics

Fig. 2. Developing Hybrid Theory

In figure 2, a graphical representation is given of the
general aim of our efforts. The figure shows that we want
to combine the syntax used by system theorist and the syn-
tax used by process theorist into a new hybrid syntax. A
similar thing is done with the semantics of both fields. In
order to be intuitive, the hybrid interpretation of a classi-
cal semantical solution of a classical syntactical statement
should be the same as the hybrid semantical solution of
the hybrid interpretation of that same classical syntactical
statement. Hence, the figure should be commuting. A sim-
ilar figure can be made with respect to for example the
semantical description of hybrid systems and hybrid the-
oretical notions. We need to define new notions, in terms
of hybrid semantics, of for example stability, that have the
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same meaning as their original notions when they are ap-
plied to hybrid interpretations of old system theoretic se-
mantical models.

III. HYBRID SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

A key starting point in the research that has been go-
ing on in this project with respect to syntax and semantics,
is the need for a syntactical description of hybrid systems
that allows analysis through symbolic reasoning. How-
ever, when we started to develop a process algebra (or
more precisely a process theory) to describe hybrid sys-
tems, the issue of a suitable semantical model arose. Lit-
erature research pointed out that many of the existing se-
mantical models, like hybrid automata [11] and rich-time
behavioural systems [13], are surely expressive enough for
our needs. Nevertheless, it was felt that the structure of
those models was such that for the definition of certain
crucial theoretical notions (like bisimulation equivalence)
would become unnecessarily cumbersome. A new seman-
tical model is proposed in [5] that, in a sence, is a com-
bination of Sontag machines [14] and (timed) transition
systems [4]. To our taste, this structure is more suitable as
a semantics for hybrid process theory. In [5] the necessary
proofs are given that this semantical formalism can indeed
serve to make figure 2 commuting.

Definition III.1 (Hybrid Transition System) A hybrid tran-
sition system is a tuple �����
	��������� consisting of a state
space � , a signal space 	 , a totally ordered time axis �
and a hybrid transition relation������������������� �"!#$	%�'&�	%���(�����)���+*
We restrict the model in such a way that for all transitions��,-��./�102��,435��.637� we assume if 098��:!#;	 then the domain
of 0 has the form <>=@?��A0-�>B�C7D'*E*E*GF4� where FHBI. 32J . .
Furthermore we assume instantaneous actions such that if0K8�	 we have .+BL. 3 .

The development of a hybrid process algebraic syntax
to describe systems of this kind is still in progress. A
simple example of a thermostat in the preliminary syn-
tax is given below. Note the use of differential equations
( M�'NOBQP�� �SR J �'NT� , etc.) on the temperatures that play
a role in the system in combination with discrete actions
( U J(V�W , U J(VYXSX etc.) used to steer the heater. Further-
more, we use the process algebraic operators for sequen-
tial composition (ZL[]\ ), alternative composition (Z_^`\ ),
parallel composition (Zba4\ ) and disruption (Zdce\ ). Fi-
nally, invariants � Bool f�Z2� limit the evolution of a system
according to some boolean.

Example III.2 The temperature of the room is modeled
by �'N while the temperature of the environment is mod-
eled using �'R . The heat capacity of the room is given
through the constant P .

Room g M� N BhPb� � R J � N �+*
The heater is modeled as a flame that heats up instantly

from i to j degrees when switched on and cools down in-
stantly when switched off.

Heater gk� H-On [l�'mnB"jo^ H-Off [l�'mLB"ip�)c Heater *
The thermostat controller is a bang-bang controller. As

long as the temperature does not drop below q , the con-
troller is in the C-Off mode. If the temperature drops belowq the controller switches to C-On mode until the tempera-
ture rises above r . Using the synchronisation function s ,
the controller will synchronise its mode with the heater.

Controller g��� �'tvuOqw�xfK� C-Off [�� M.yBzqw���x^� �'tv{|r}�xfK� C-On [~� M.+Bzqw������[ Controller *
Now, the whole system is connected by coupling the

right variables to eachother in one parallel composition,
synchronizing the discrete actions through the communi-
cation function s as is usual in languages like � CRL [8].

Off B H-Off s C-Off
On B H-On s C-On

Thermostat g ����������
Room
Heater
Controller�SR�BL�Sm�St�BL�SN

The impact control problem, that is discussed in section
IV, will serve as a future case for the hybrid syntax, and
after the link between syntax and semantics has been es-
tablished, we will attempt analysis of the impact control
problem along system theoretic the lines that are devel-
oped furtheron in this paper, with the new hybrid theory.

IV. IMPACT DETECTION AND CONTROL

In this section we present a (simplified) model of a real
industrial process, namely the placement head of a pick-
and place machine.

The pick-and-place machine works as follows: the
mounting head, carrying an electronic component of
(un)known mass is navigated to the position where the
component should be placed and glued on the printed cir-
cuit board (PCB). The component is placed, released, and
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Fig. 3. Simplified model of the impact process

the whole process is repeated with the next component.
The whole operation should be as fast as possible (to in-
crease the throughput of the machine), while satisfying
some procedural and safety constraints (e.g. the compo-
nent must be pressed on the PCB with a sufficient, but not
excessive force). During the placement an impact occurs
between the component and the PCB. A contact/impact
sensor is not present on the mounting head, but the occur-
rence of the impact must be detected as fast as possible.

The idea is to try to detect the impact on the basis of a
model of the process. Typically, this model consists of two
modes of operation (the mass in free motion and the mass
in contact with the PCB). The mode switch is triggered by
a state of the system (height of the component hitting the
PCB). If, from the measured variables, all states can be
estimated sufficiently fast and accurate in spite of the dis-
continuities in the system description, then these estimated
states can be used for impact detection and control. This
problem is known in system theory as an observer design
problem. More specifically, an observer has to be designed
for the piecewise linear (affine) model, when the currently
active linear dynamics (mode) is not known. The solution
for the general case of bi-modal PWA systems is presented
in the following section. Detailed discussion can be found
in [10].

V. OBSERVERS FOR BI-MODAL PWA SYSTEMS

Consider the following system

M,�B �~� � ,�^��>�-� if U��],��9i� � ,�^��>�-� if U��],�u9i (1a)� BhP�, (1b)

where ,�8�� n , � 8�� p , ��8�� m ,
� � � � � 8�� n � n,�d8(� n � m, PI8v� p � n and U�8(� n . The hyperplane de-

fined by �Y����U � therefore separates the two half-spaces in
which the state of the system resides. The considered class
of bi-modal piece-wise affine systems has identical input
distribution matrix � for both modes. The output distri-
bution matrix P is taken to be the same for both modes as
well, but this feature is not essential for the derivation of
the results.

As an observer for the system (1), we propose a bi-
modal system with the following structure:M�,�B ��� � �,�^H����^�� � � � J �� �
� if U�� �,��9i� � �,�^H����^�� � � � J �� �
� if U � �,�u9i (2a)�� BhP �, (2b)

where
�,n89� n and � � and � � 89� n � p are matrices. For

any pair of matrices � � and � � the observed system is de-
fined by the joint equations (1) and (2). Specifically, let the
state estimation error � be defined as�oBL, J �,-*
The dynamics of the state estimation error is then de-
scribed by

M��B ���� ���
� � � J � � P���Y� U��],��9i��`U�� �,��9i� � � J � � P���~^_� � ,]��U � ,��9i��`U � �,�u9i� � � J � � P��� J � � ,]��U � ,�u9i��`U � �,��9i� � � J � � P���Y� U��],�u9i��`U�� �,�u9i

(3)
where , satisfies (1a),

�, satisfies (2a), and � � B � � J � � .
By substituting

�,�Bn, J � in (3), we see that the right-hand
side of the state estimation error dynamics is piece-wise
linear in the variable  ¡g¢B�£¥¤}¦§�5�}��,2� . (Here, £¥¤}¦ stacks
subsequent entries of its argument in a column matrix).

Note that the error dynamics in two modes of (3) is de-
scribed by an W dimensional autonomous state equation,
while in the two other modes by a W dimensional state
vector plus external signal ,¨��.1� which, by (1a), depends
on the input � . Assume that the time evolution of the in-
put signal �T��.�� is fixed, and equal to some signal �'©Y��.1� .
The evolution of the system state ,T��.�� is then completely
determined by the initial condition at time .ªB`i and the
values of the input signal �S©Y��.�� . Denote this evolution as,�©}�6[¢� . The signal ,�©Y�6[¢� then appears in the evolution of
the error dynamics (3) as a known signal, independent of
the estimation error � . Hence, for fixed input signals it is
possible to consider the evolution of the error � in (3) as a
time dependent equation of the form« �« . ��.��+B X�¬l ��./���p��.1���
* (4)

Standard concepts and results of Lyapunov stability theory
(see for instance [17]) can now be applied to equation (4).
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Consider system (1), observer (2), and the error dynam-
ics (3). The way to choose the observer gains � � and � �
in (2a) is given by the following theorem.

Theorem V.1 The state estimation error dynamics (3) is
globally asymptotically stable (in the sense of Lyapunov)
if there exist matrices ®�Bn® � u9i , � � �1� � of appropriate
dimensions and constants ¯ � �
¯ ��° i such that the follow-
ing set of matrix inequalities is satisfied:� � � J � � P�� � ®L^�®�� � � J � � Pª��{|i (5a)±²²²³ � � � J � � Pª��¨®^�®�� � � J � � P�� ®ª� �^k¯ � �� U´U �� � �]®>^¯ � �� U´U � J ¯ � U´U �

µ·¶¶¶¸ �9i (5b)±²²²³ � � � J � � Pª��¨®^�®�� � � J � � P�� J ®ª� �^k¯ � �� U´U �J � � �-®^k¯ � �� U�U � J ¯ � U´U �
µ·¶¶¶¸ �9i (5c)

� � � J � � P�� � ®L^�®�� � � J � � Pª��{|i�* (5d)

Remark V.2 The inequalities (5a)-(5d) are not linear in¹ ®º�1� � �1� � �
¯ � �
¯ ��» , but are linear in
¹ ®º�1���� ®%�1���� ®º�
¯ � �
¯ ��» .

The presented theory will be illustrated by means of the
following bimodal system:� � B�¼ J j J%½J q Jo¾´¿ � � � B�¼ Jo¾ J%½¾ i Jo¾´¿�:B ¼ qi ¿ �1UÀB ¼ qi ¿ �
P�BÂÁºi qÄÃ¨*
This example originates from [9], where it was used to
illustrate the need to use piece-wise quadratic Lyapunov
functions for stability analysis of piece-wise affine sys-
tems. Characteristic feature of this example is that the
autonomous dynamics is continuous over the switching
plane, and in this special case, observer can also be de-
signed using circle criterion approach [1]. Note that the
continuity plays no role in our approach. We see that the
switching is driven by the first state variable , � , while , �
is measured. Hence, the discrete mode can not be recon-
structed directly from the measurements.

The linear matrix inequalities (5a)-(5d) were solved us-
ing the MATLAB LMI toolbox, where nonstrict inequal-
ities (5b),(5c) were replaced by strict inequalities, of the
form: ¦7ÅÇÆl�6[¢�~{È¼ i ii ÉËÊ¥Ì(¿

where É is a small positive constant. A strictly feasible
solution to this set of LMI’s was obtained, and checked to
satisfy the original, non-strict inequalities. The following
observer gains were computed in this way:� � B�¼ i�*7qlj ¾ j¾�½ *Íj ½ÏÎ j ¿ � � � B�¼ q@*7qlÐ�qYq¾�½ *ÍÑYÒ�qlj ¿ *

For the purpose of the simulation, the following input
was applied to the system:�¨��.1�+B¡Ó q@� Ô .6Õ eveni�� Ô .ÖÕ odd

The initial conditions for the system were chosen as,T�Aip�:B Á J q J q�Ã � , and for the observer
�,¨�Aip�:BÁ×q qÄÃ � . The simulation results are shown in figures

4,5. We see that the estimated state converges asymptoti-
cally to the true state of the system.
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Fig. 4. System (solid) and observer (dotted) response in the
phase plane
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Fig. 5. System (solid) and observer (dotted) response in time
domain

An important phenomenon which can occur in non-
smooth systems is so-called sliding motion. Namely, un-
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der certain conditions, the system remains on the switching
surface U�Ø',nBdi , while the state evolution is described
by a convex combination of the two constituting linear dy-
namics. A detailed analysis shows that even in this case the
proposed observer is a good one in the sense that the es-
timation error converges to 0 (see [13] and the references
therein for a further discussion on sliding phenomena in
non-smooth systems).

The next step is to apply the developed theory on a real
example. The impact detection problem can be described
within the framework of the bimodal piecewise affine sys-
tems. We will try to use the presented theory to design
the observer which will, on the basis of process measure-
ments, provide the mode estimate and hence, detect the im-
pact. The corresponding practical set-up is currently being
realized in our laboratory.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

To summarize, two different lines of research are used to
study the industrially relevant problem of impact control.
One is focused on short time results with respect to con-
trol. Using a mainly system theoretic way of modeling the
process, results have been booked regarding the observ-
ability of piece-wise affine systems, of which the impact
control process is an example. The other line of research
gave rise to a general language for the description of hy-
brid processes. A small case study of a thermometer was
used to illustrate the type of language that is being devel-
oped, while in the near future also the impact process is
going to be addressed this way. The ultimate goal is to
make the two lines of research converge by integrating the
results of the first into the language of the second.
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